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The US has spread monetary inflation globally for over a 
century. This has been highly damaging at times to its global 
alliances and to the cause of world peace. 

Exceptionally from the mid-1960s to the late 1980s, there were 
patterns of strong and successful resistance to this inflation 
by US allies, pre-eminently Germany, but also on occasion 
Japan. That resistance ultimately helped to pull the US back 
from the brink of monetary disaster, salvaged and even 
strengthened the relationship between the US and its allies, 
whilst weakening its enemies. 

Yet in the quarter century of reinvigorated US monetary 
inflation since the mid-to-late 1990s, with its origins in 
the staged adoption of the “2 percent inflation standard,” 
resistance abroad has at best been sporadic and weak 

POLICY MEMO

with Germany notably missing in action. There are serious 
grounds for concern about the long-run consequential 
damage of this failure. We can gain insights into the danger 
for the US and allies by looking at three illustrations of 
absent or failed resistance in practice—Japan, Germany, 
and Israel. 

One reason for the lack of resistance has been the 
camouflaging of monetary inflation in goods and services 
markets by powerful nonmonetary forces of disinflation 
during most of this period. Asset inflation does much 
damage, but the long-term nature of this (including first, 
cumulative malinvestment and the related prosperity loss 
and second, financial fragility leading to credit and stock 
market crash and severe recession) and the difficulty of 
recognizing causal links means that it does not in general 
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trigger strong political forces of resistance domestically or 
globally. 

Typically, asset inflation during phases of increasing virulence 
is associated with widespread capital gains, albeit appreciated 
by only a minority of the population, and so it enjoys then 
considerable popularity. The essence of asset inflation is the 
dominance of widespread irrational behavior (impaired mental 
processes) of investors driven by the inflationary monetary 
conditions—whether in the frantic “search for yield” or “positive 
feedback loops.” It is the corruption of asset market price 
signals by such irrational behavior, which underscores the 
long-run damage. 

When the bust comes—whether triggered by a tightening 
of monetary conditions or by an endogenous worsening of 
business conditions, including a slowdown or fall in profits—
the scapegoats do not include the monetary policy makers 
and their political bosses. The accused in the court of public 
opinion or in legal process are an assortment of individuals and 
institutions. The top officials of the flawed monetary regime, 
rather than facing indictment, don the hats of regulators, 
system-saviors, and recession-fighters, winning praise for their 
prompt and massive interventions during and after the crisis.

Hence asset inflation weighs in the political scene neither during 
the heating-up phase nor during the subsequent bust and its 
aftermath. By contrast high goods and services inflation, as 
recorded by rapid rise in consumer prices, is widely unpopular 
and recognizable by all without any required sophistication. 
This distinction is key to explaining why resistance abroad did 
emerge to US monetary inflation in the late 1960s, 1970s and 
1980s, but hardly at all in the past quarter century.

How the US Spreads Global Monetary Inflation
Let’s step back to see how the US monetary hegemon in fact 
spreads inflation in either or both of its twin forms of goods 
inflation and asset inflation. 

When a given foreign country (say country X) ties its currency 
to the US dollar then there is no mystery to explain. Monetary 
conditions are the same as in the US. 

At the opposite end of the spectrum is the case of a country 
(say Y) with a freely floating exchange rate and a monetary 
regime which has a firm anchor independent of the US 
(meaning that monetary policy there is not satellite in any 
significant way to Federal Reserve policy). Then US monetary 
inflation cannot infiltrate into Y’s domestic goods and services 
markets in any fundamental sense. Even so in the short run 
there may be certain spillovers related to the behavior of 
global commodity prices (if these for example reach to the 
sky) or if residential rents climb under imported asset inflation 
(as below). 

By contrast to goods and services inflation, asset inflation 
as created by the US monetary hegemon can break 
through the defenses of a freely floating exchange rate and 
independent anchor. 

That invasion by asset inflation into country Y, though, is 
only partial. The invading forces of asset inflation meet 
substantial resistance with the potential to prevent them 
inflicting catastrophic damage as on countries without the 
defense system described (freely floating exchange rate and 
independent strong monetary anchor).

Here are some examples of how asset inflation originating in 
US monetary inflation could break into country Y.

The speculative stories which gain wide audiences during 
episodes of asset inflation unchecked by normal sober 
rationality might be highly relevant to a big asset class 
in country Y. For example, if there is a speculative craze 
regarding the wonders of digitalization and country Y has 
a great reputation for innovation in this area, equities in its 
firms active there, especially as innovators, could display hot 
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speculative temperatures. This has been the obvious case in 
the example of Israel below. 

If Y’s currency is freely floating, however, the strong foreign 
investment demand for its hot equities (whether by portfolio 
investors or corporations) would drive it higher. Domestic 
investors would seize the opportunity of their super-strong 
currency to buy foreign assets cheaply outside the hot sector, 
so diversifying outside of the asset inflation epicenter to a 
greater extent than otherwise. 

The “carry trade boom” (risk arbitrage into high interest rate 
currencies from low rate, into high-yield risky debt from safe 
debt and into long-maturity government paper from bills), 
which is so much a feature of asset inflation, would spill over 
into country Y. Global income-famine investors could join a 
stampede into high-yield credit paper issued by entities in 
country Y on a currency hedged basis so as to collect the 
ever more meagre credit premium available and similarly into 
long-maturity bonds so as to earn the apparent pick up over 
short-maturity paper.

No Perfect Defense Against  
Importing Asset Inflation
A realistic hope of the defenders in country Y or elsewhere 
against the import of asset inflation from the US hegemon 
is that their co-citizens do not put on the rose-colored 
spectacles through which highly risky bad bets seem like good 
ones, not just in the short run but also in the long run. Though 
there could well be a great party to start with, it would end 
most probably in tears. 

As the behavioral finance theorists have taught us, where 
individuals are offered the choice between certain loss and a 
bad bet (whose actuarial value is worse than the loss), they 
choose the bad bet; that decision has obvious implications for 
a world where the yield on traditional safe money investments 
are zero or negative.1 Not in the theory, but crucial in practice, 

individuals do not admit to themselves the bad nature of the 
bet, but instead are gullible listeners to narratives which seem 
to make the bad bets good. 

The citizens in country Y with good defenses based on its 
domestic money remaining sound (positive, market-determined 
interest rates; consumer prices over the long run expected 
to revert to an unchanged mean) would sustain their normal 
rationality and in general lighten up on those assets overpriced 
due to desperation for yield and dubious speculative storytelling. 
They might focus their investments in areas of the global asset 
markets not at the forefront of the irrational behavior. They 
would have the advantage of buying such assets at a cheap 
price in terms of local currency. In our example, the currency 
of country Y would have sharply appreciated in consequence 
of its defying dollar inflation. Plausibly, there would be some 
long-run expectation of the local currency depreciating from that 
high point, meaning local investors should make currency gains 
prospectively on foreign assets. 

A possible complication of the resistance strategy is that the 
local currency will suffer the disadvantage of high volatility. 
Perhaps in the climate of irrationality induced by global asset 
inflation, Y’s currency would become an object of speculative 
craze where investors and traders chase momentum. 

A moderating influence on this speculative run-up in the 
currency of the country defying US inflation could be domestic 
investors taking advantage of its high valuation to buy foreign 
assets. The currency may indeed gain some global reserve 
status. The currency of the defiant country, though, could 
experience large volatility, especially if it becomes popular 
with traders who become mesmerized with “momentum” and 
whose powers of rational assessment have been impaired by 
the global asset inflation. 

Within country Y, the population in general would be spared 
from the main item of consumption—residential space—
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getting caught up in waves of speculative activity. Modest 
global spill-over in some areas—especially the high-end—
could still occur with its most likely driver being foreign buying. 
However, the high price of local real estate in dollars taking 
account of the sky-high valuation of Y’s currency and its likely 
long-run depreciation should hold this spill over in check. 

Historical Resistance to  
the US Inflationary Hegemon 
The first example of resistance, albeit weak, to global asset 
inflation induced by US monetary inflation comes from the 
Weimar Republic. 

The Federal Reserve (Fed), under the virtual leadership of 
Benjamin Strong, in effect responded to the huge criticism, 
especially in Congress, of their role in the Great Recession of 
January 1920 to July 1921 by aiming to keep prices stable 
and fight any downward tendency.2 In fact, this translated into 
a policy of virulent monetary inflation. The combination of post-
war glut in commodities together with the second industrial 
revolution meant that there was powerful nonmonetary 
downward pressure on prices. 

By blocking that pressure, the Fed in effect stimulated virulent 
asset inflation. Globally the main representation of this was 
the boom of foreign lending in the Weimar Republic from 
1925-1928. Behind the boom were interest rates in the US 
depressed below the level appropriate to an economy in 
industrial revolution and rates substantially higher in Germany 
reflecting an economic miracle (Wirtschaftswunder) there. 
Foreign capital flooded in. 

The idea that US monetary inflation via this torrent of capital 
flows would ultimately destabilize the new Weimar Republic 
by creating a bubble and bust sequence, that was no secret 
to contemporaries.3 Fantastic speculation in German real 
estate (most of all Berlin) and equities were there for all to 
see. The President of the Reichsbank Hjalmar Schacht in 

Spring 1927 took draconian measures to cool speculation 
in the Berlin stock market, inducing a crash there, with the 
aim of cooling the inflow of loans from abroad, but without 
success. In summer 1927, he had pleaded with Benjamin 
Strong (monetary policy chief at the Fed) not to cut US interest 
rates. His pleas were on deaf ears. In effect, Schacht had no 
effective plan of resistance to US monetary inflation at the 
time. The consequences were disastrous.4 

Hypothetically the most effective route of resistance to US 
monetary inflation was for Germany to have suspended 
its obligation to buy dollars (or gold given that the US was 
then on the gold standard) at the floor parity to the German 
reichsmark. The latter would have jumped in the foreign 
exchange markets to a considerable premium above parity, 
such that the expectation would be of an eventual fall back 
to parity once US monetary conditions tightened or German 
conditions eased. Accordingly, German monetary policy 
could have been tightened, German short- and long-term 
rates would have risen, whilst the inflow of foreign funds 
into Germany would have slowed drastically in line with the 
emergence of considerable exchange risk (the likelihood 
that the German reichsmark would depreciated from its now 
elevated level). 

This course of action though was largely unthinkable at the 
time. Germany was locked into a fixed exchange rate versus 
the US dollar by international treaty (the Dawes Plan) since 
1924. In any case, there was no remotely firm domestic 
anchor to which the German monetary system could be tied if 
the dollar link was suspended. 

The possibility of resistance was much greater when we 
get to the next big and longer episode of US monetary 
inflation starting in the mid-1960s.5 This inflationary era had 
its origins in the Kennedy Administration resolving to adopt 
Keynesian policies based on an assumed trade-off between 
unemployment and inflation. Though the contemporary Fed 
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Chief was no Keynesian, monetary policy did come under the 
influence of those ideas (see Meltzer 2014). This bias towards 
a more “expansionary” US monetary policy came at a time 
when economic miracles were taking place in Europe and 
Japan. In terms of the dollar zone as a whole – and under 
the Bretton Woods system most of the world was in a dollar 
zone – those miracles should have meant higher interest rates 
overall. But the Fed led in the opposite direction, meaning that 
monetary inflation was a threat throughout and ultimately even 
more so abroad. 

The inflation was at first most evident in asset markets rather 
than goods and services markets. A powerful cyclical rise in 
productivity in the US through the early-1960s soothed the 
inflationary pressure in goods and services markets there. 
Symptoms of the asset inflation included the speculative 
climate in equities and real estate. But this was not a trigger to 
resistance abroad. 

Yes, already in 1964/5 French President de Gaulle was leading 
an “assault” with his economic adviser Jacques Rueff at his 
side against the intolerable degree of monetary power wielded 
by the US under the present arrangements. The immediate 
trigger was not fear of asset inflation but the scare that the 
US might run out of gold in sufficient quantity to meet its 
obligations (under the Bretton Woods system) to covert 
dollars into gold at the fixed price of 35 dollars. A key factor 
in the concern about gold insufficiency was the inflationary 
fundamentals of US monetary policy at this time. 

The action of de Gaulle did not act as a brake against rising 
monetary inflation throughout the dollar zone, except in so far 
as we could argue counterfactually that US monetary policy 
would have been even more inflationary if it had not been 
for the gold drain. In an important sense French defiance by 
setting off an avalanche of dollar reserve conversions into gold 
by European nations during the second half of the 1960s, 
especially France, Germany, and Italy, did mean that from the 

end of that decade onwards a return to a gold standard in 
Europe—the ultimate strategy to resist US monetary inflation—
was feasible.

French defiance weakened after the social unrest of Spring 
1968 to which de Gaulle responded by accommodating a 
run-up of inflation in France. From that point, defiance was 
led by Germany, but not as a confrontation with Washington 
over the management of the global monetary system. 
Germany quietly went its own way with effectively a national-
based monetary experiment. The coalition government of 
the Free Democratic Party (FDP) and the Social Democratic 
Party (SPD), which emerged in Autumn 1969, had won the 
election on a platform of breaking away from the inflationary 
US monetary lead, revaluing the German deutsche mark 
(DM), and thereby providing cheap imports and foreign 
holidays for the German middle class. The new government 
promoted Otmar Emminger, with his grasp of growing current 
monetarist ideas, to vice-president of the Bundesbank. 

With US monetary inflation becoming even more virulent 
under the Nixon Administration, the German government set 
the DM free of the dollar in May 1971. The plan was now that 
Germany would pursue its own monetary path, anchored by 
applying strict control of the growth in monetary base within 
the country. 

Hence the hard DM came into existence. It was too late to 
spare Germany from high inflation in the early 1970s, albeit 
well below the US level. But using the full freedom from the 
dollar the Bundesbank could crack down on high inflation. 
This meant that through the rest of the 1970s Germany was 
sheltered from the new assault of US monetary inflation in the 
aftermath of the 1973-1975 crash and great recession. Japan 
belatedly joined Germany in a weaker defiance of US monetary 
inflation through the mid-to-late 1970s, following a “quasi-
monetarist” path and letting the Japanese yen rise powerfully 
against the dollar. 
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After a short monetarist experiment of 1979-84, the Fed again 
indulged in a powerful monetary inflation through 1985-1989 
with its starting point the Plaza Accord. Germany resumed its 
monetary defiance for several years until this ultimately collapsed 
under Chancellor Kohl as he pursued the journey to European 
Monetary Union. Japanese defiance by contrast lasted less than 
a year. From 1986, that country caved into the new US monetary 
inflation in response to the “intolerable” rise of the Japanese yen, 
leading in turn to the notorious bubble and bust there.

The hard DM was immensely popular both inside Germany and 
as a form of saving in Communist Eastern Europe, including 
East Germany.6 It became the catalyst to an undermining of 
the communist regimes. Meanwhile the hard DM also gained 
popularity with international investors. Global demand for DMs 
had a corollary in a sickly dollar, most of all when the Fed was 
revving up monetary inflation as in the mid-to-late 1970s and 
again in the mid-to-late 1980s. A weak dollar directly added 
to anxiety about US consumer price inflation and made fertile 
ground for US advocates of sound money to make their case. 

Counterfactually, we could say that if the hard DM had not 
been born and flourished through the 1970s and 1980s, US 
monetary inflation would have been substantially worse and 
the Soviet Empire’s decline delayed and deferred. Indeed, one 
could question whether President Carter would have called in 
Paul Volcker to tackle high inflation in 1978, if it had not been 
for the shock and inflationary impact of the dollar’s precipitous 
decline against the DM (also the Japanese yen and Swiss franc) 
in 1977-1978. A US economy still plagued by high inflation in 
the first half of the 1980s would surely not have been as bold 
in confronting the Soviet Empire by engaging in an arms race. 
The Reagan military build-up occurred in the context of US 
government debt enjoying a fantastic global market demand. 

The Nature of US Inflation Since the Mid-1990s
The further inflation boom and bust experience in the US 
set the Fed on the search for a new framework for monetary 

policy. By the late 1990s, it was on the road to establishing 
the 2 percent inflation standard. Its guiding idea was that 
econometric modelling based on neo-Keynesian principles 
would allow the Fed to plot a path for short-term interest rates, 
which would mean success in achieving a given target for 
consumer price inflation over the medium term. 

That change in monetary direction could not have come at a 
worse time. Rapid productivity growth at first related to the 
IT revolution (through the late 1990s) and then downward 
pressure on prices from globalization and positive supply 
shocks related to the collapse of the Soviet Empire meant 
that under a sound money regime prices would have been 
falling. Hence the new policy regime in fact drove virulent 
asset inflation, which was broken only briefly by a transitory 
monetary tightening at the turn of the century (1999-2000) 
and the onset of very mild recession (which subsequent data 
revisions have virtually wiped away). That tightening came 
in response to a run-up in consumer price inflation, which 
receded in the early few years of the new decade. 

A new run-up of consumer price inflation in 2005-2006 
provoked a second Fed tightening, culminating in the crash 
and Great Recession of 2007-2009. As consumer prices came 
under downward pressure exacerbated by the economic 
weakness, the Fed stepped up monetary inflation. Global 
asset inflation flourished again, albeit broken transitorily by the 
outbreak of the European sovereign debt crisis (2010-2012). 
Later there were temporary perceived pullbacks in the degree 
of monetary inflation (2013-2014, 2018). 

In effect throughout the second decade of the twenty-first 
century, US-led asset inflation has persisted, even if its 
virulence—as measured conceptually by the degree of distortion 
in market-signaling—fluctuated. Consumer price inflation 
remained “low” and steady in general—no temporary run-ups as 
in the previous two decades. Forces of non-monetary disinflation, 
including digitalization and globalization, remained strong. 
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Economic sluggishness as induced by extended monetary 
radicalism also played a role in holding down the rise in 
consumer prices. Huge monopoly power had built up, fueled 
in part by the monetary inflation, blocking the dynamism, 
which stems from potential new entry of competitors. Investors 
had become averse to long-gestation investments, preferring 
to chase apparent high returns as often generated by financial 
engineering.7

Non-Defiance: Illustrations from Japan, 
Germany and Israel
Japan
In this long period of monetary inflation since the mid-1990s, 
albeit camouflaged in goods and services markets or ultimately 
neutered there by shrinking dynamism, there has been very 
little resistance abroad. The main example of defiance came 
from Japan in 2008-2012 when the Bank of Japan was under 
the leadership of Masaaki Shirakawa, a Chicago-trained 
professor. When, however, the Liberal Democratic Party (LDP) 
regained its majority under Shinzo Abe in 2013, this brief 
Japanese monetary resistance came to an end. The unspoken 
agenda of Abe economics included abdication of resistance 
against US monetary inflation with the aim of devaluing the 
Japanese yen.

Explanations and implications of this non-defiance can be 
illustrated by looking at the experience of three countries: 
Japan, Germany, and Israel. In all three cases, defiance would 
have meant a super strong currency. 

For Japan, a sky-high priced Japanese yen would have meant 
even larger consolidation and shrinking of traditional export 
industries, albeit that this would have been contained by a 
downward move in Japanese yen terms of wages. As against 
that, cheap import prices would have forced open many of 
the barriers and restrictions in the domestic market which 
has plagued the road to greater prosperity. Even in the export 
industries, there would have been less of boom and bust 

as occurred under the on-off policies of monetary inflation 
in Japan (including for example the period of super cheap 
Japanese yen through the early-to-mid 2000s followed by 
super expensive Japanese yen in the Shirakawa period). 

At a persistently positive nominal interest rate and often 
substantially positive real rates there would not have been 
the huge monetary repression taxes collected by the 
government and public expenditure accordingly would have 
been more strictly controlled. There would not have been the 
huge cumulative malinvestments in the Japanese economy 
associated with the desperate efforts of Japanese savers 
to obtain yield on their investments—weathering periodic 
speculative construction booms. Most of all there would not 
have been the huge flows of Japanese investment into the 
hottest areas of global asset inflation—whether high-yield debt 
in the US, Europe, and the emerging market world, or the 
epicenters of equity speculation. Japanese savers, able to better 
provide for their old age and not having to worry so much about 
their exposure to the ultimate crash of asset inflation globally, 
could have spent more in the present for their enjoyment. 

The Japanese yen would have emerged as a highly attractive 
savings vehicle throughout Asia, bringing not just great 
potential to Tokyo as an international financial center, but also 
bolstering Japan�s geopolitical position in the region vis-à-vis 
China. It could even have been a stimulus to China to free up 
its currency, with huge possible impact on reducing the power 
of the Communist Party over every aspect of the economy. 
The weakening of the Japanese government’s hold on giant 
revenue streams from monetary repression (symbolized now 
by negative rates of interest) might have helped Japan evolve 
away from effectively one-party democracy, again surely an 
example throughout the Asian region including China

Germany
Turning to Germany, this country’s route of defiance of US 
monetary inflation concentrated on asset inflation through the 
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past quarter century would have had to include a different form 
of engagement in the European Monetary Union. There would 
have had to be an insistence at the start that the monetary 
regime would be based on sound money, meaning something 
quite different from following the same 2 percent inflation 
standard as the US. If those precepts had been followed 
through the first decade, most likely there would not have been 
the European sovereign debt crisis and banking crisis. 

Europe with Germany at its center would have stood out as 
a zone of sound money. Europe would have been a zone of 
prosperity. No weighing down of North European households 
by huge monetary repression taxes collected to transfer 
towards the delinquent bank and sovereign debtors. Nor the 
scare for these households of being driven by yield desperation 
into highly-speculative strategies either directly or indirectly and 
living in fear of an eventual crash. Germany instead of amassing 
huge savings surpluses to be recycled into Italy to shore up 
rotten bank and government finances could have amassed 
wealth for its individuals with good long-run return prospects; 
Germans could have enjoyed themselves more in the present. 

With greater prosperity all round and the German state less 
weighed down by all these contingent liabilities would surely 
have been a better US ally in terms of defense cooperation. A 
super sound European currency together with the prosperity 
there could have shifted the whole monetary and economic 
policy in the US away from neo-Keynesianism towards the real 
building of prosperity, similar to what had occurred via the hard 
DM into the early 1980s.

Israel 
Finally, consider the small country scenario of Israel. 
Perhaps there was less potential for this country via sound 
money policies (positive interest rates, no exchange market 
intervention) to build an international money. It is possible 
though that this process could have had a regional element, 
helping build alliances between Israel and pro-Western states. 

The Israeli shekel might have found robust demand as a 
reserve currency in the Gulf, India, Africa, and, who knows, 
Russia. As a small country there is no easily available 
domestic anchor to policy. Yet in principle this can be 
constructed, most plausibly around the concept of monetary 
base (as Switzerland attempted during its monetarist 
experiments of the 1970s and 1980s). 

In principle the rapid growth and emergence of Israel as 
an economy with a huge comparative advantage in the 
digitalization space, together with sharp appreciation of the 
currency would have meant consumer prices falling sharply. 
Traditional export industries would have shrunk though, again 
with some offset in wage reductions. 

Global asset inflation with an epicenter in digitalization 
would always have penetrated the Israeli economy to some 
considerable degree. A super-strong Israeli shekel, however, 
would have been the vehicle for domestic residents to buy 
foreign assets; they would not have joined in the frantic hunt 
for yield across a spectrum of assets which are simply dodgy 
from a long-run point of view. 

The Israeli financial sector would have been less tinged by 
scandal related to the global hunt for yield. Indeed, the growth 
of the Israeli shekel as an international money could have 
facilitated the political process of knocking down barriers to 
new entrants into the Israeli financial marketplace, countering 
present noncompetitive forces there. 

More generally, cheap imports would have helped counter 
oligopoly power in domestic goods and services markets. 
Residential real estate markets would surely have been cooler, 
easing the situation in particular of many young families not yet 
on the ladder of home ownership. 

Instead, the die was cast in a very different direction when 
Stanley Fischer was appointed as Bank of Israel chief in 
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2005 (by then Finance Minister Netanyahu). As a famed neo-
Keynesian advocate of inflation targeting (doctrines which 
minimize or repudiate concepts of asset inflation) this then 
vice-chief of the IMF, though undoubtedly with the credentials 
to help gain Israel’s membership in the OECD, was not 
the man who would launch defiance against US monetary 
inflation in its actual form. His appointed successor at the 
end of his term was one of his disciples—and as recently as 
during the COVID-19 pandemic the Netanyahu government 
has sought his advice on economic and monetary policy 
direction. 

Accordingly, Israel has gone down the path of no resistance 
to US monetary policies with the Israeli shekel-US dollar 
rate fluctuating, but the Israeli currency’s effective exchange 
rate only on a weak upward trend. Massive accumulation of 
foreign exchange reserves, especially during the year since 
the pandemic, financed by the issuance effectively of short-
term government debt, is surely not a prosperity builder in 
any long-term sense for the Israeli economy. And we should 
note that Israel has one of the lowest ratios of gold in its 
reserves. 

Rather we could view these official foreign exchange 
interventions by the Bank of Israel, especially during the 
pandemic in the wake of the latest US monetary inflation 
shock, as in large part aimed at sparing Israeli financial 
institutions from huge losses in terms of Israeli shekels on 
their portfolios of high-yield debt in foreign currencies such as 
would have materialized if there had been a sharp currency 
appreciation. The interventions have been feasible politically as 
their long-run burden on Israeli prosperity is not obvious to all. 

Much may seem rosy at present so long as the digitalization 
boom continues in full swing and related equity values are in 
the sky. But there are many chickens to come home to roost 
and damage Israel’s economic and social fabric. 

As a small open economy Israel could not escape the adverse 
influences of US monetary inflation on global prosperity over 
time, even if well defended. And it would not have the fortune 
of Switzerland during that country’s hard money experiment 
(1972-1978) in having a large hard money neighbor (Germany). 
Even so the benefits of having gone down the sound money 
route would have been considerable. 
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